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Abstract
The creative industry which growing rapidly nowadays is the creative industry based digital
technology. However, the growth of the business of digital creative industry in Indonesia has not
fulfilled the expectations; due to business performance tends to be fluctuating. Declining
business performance was allegedly because the reputation of companies and competitive
strategies are not good enough. In addition, industry competitive forces and the value provided
to customers is not optimal compared to other competing company. This study aims to examine
how the effect of industry competitive forces and value creation on company reputation and
competitive strategy either simultaneously or partially and its implications on sustainable
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business performance of the digital creative industry in Indonesia. The unit of analysis in this
study is companies of digital creative industry in Indonesia, while the observation unit is digital
creative industry businesses in Indonesia. A mixed method research design is adopted with
instrument analysis: Explanatory, Exploratory, and Confirmatory. This study also contrasted with
Global Competitiveness Index (GCI) from World Economic Forum (WEF) and three mainstream
model of Enterprise Growth Model (EGM). Results reveal that digital creative industry
competitive forces has not been high, value creation has not been good, company reputation
has not been good, competitive strategy has not been appropriate, and sustainable business
performance of Indonesian digital creative industry has not been good. Company reputation and
competitive strategy are more dominant influenced by value creation rather than by digital
creative industry competitive forces. Digital creative industry competitive forces and value
creation do not significantly affect on sustainable business performance, but indirectly affect
through company reputation and competitive strategy. Company reputation has a close
relationship with competitive strategy and simultaneously affects business performance. This
study resulted in three basic models: Sustainability Business Performance Model, Digital
Creative Company Growth Model, and Digital Creative Business Performance Model. The
integration of the three models, called Unified Sustainability Performance (USP) Model, concern
to the main component in the improvement of sustainable business performance and provide
guidance of growth phase of digital creative industry companies to maintain a sustainable
business performance, namely Discovery, Retention, Empower, Activation and Managed
(DREAM). Thus, the Unified Sustainability Performance (USP) Model is a novelty with new
invention level.
Keywords: Digital Creative Industry, Competitive Forces, Value Creation, Company Reputation,
Competitive Strategy, Sustainable Business Performance.

INTRODUCTION
Since 2006, the Government through the Ministry of Trade launched the Indonesia Design
Power, a government program that is expected to improve the competitiveness of Indonesian
products in the domestic and export markets. This program continues to roll with the
introduction in 2009 (Presidential Decree Num. 6/2009) as Creative Year of Indonesia marked
by the implementation of Creative Virus Exhibition includes 14 sub-sectors of creative industries
and Nusa Food Exhibition 2009 included creativity of Indonesian food industry by SMEs’
industries. Simultaneously also started the creation of Indonesian Creative portal, data
exporters, importers, businesses, associations, and the creative industries and educational
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institutions of formal / non-formal as well as the creation of blueprints "National Creative Industry
Development Plan 2025". Similarly built the development plan of 14 sub-sectors of the creative
industries 2009-2015 (Presidential Decree Num. 6 of 2009), which supports Creative Economy
Development policy 2009-2015. Priorities in the period 2009-2014 covers seven groups of
creative industries, namely Architecture, Fashion, Crafts, Computer Services and Software,
Advertising, Interactive Games, and Research and Development. (Ministry of Tourism and
Creative Economy, 2014).
The creative industry today which growing rapidly is the creative industry based digital
technology. Creative industry are based on digital technology, also called Digital Creative
Industries (DCI), cannot be separated from the need to take advantage of ICT (Information and
Communication Technology). Technology plays an important role in the digital creative industry
to stimulate the development of new products and services, distribution channels, business
models, and even the possibility of expansion into new sectors of the economy. ICT great role
for the digital creative industries, such as in distributing content and application software to build
market for Digital Creative Industry.
WEF perform measurements on a number of indicators of GCI in 140 countries around
the world. From the measurement results of GCI in 2015, Indonesia's competitiveness ranking is
in the 37th position of 140 with a score of 4.5 out of a maximum value of 7. Although down 3
rank from 2014 but Indonesia is still better than the average of developing countries in Asia.
GDP per capita and almost all indicators of GCI in this report has a value higher than those the
average state. Indonesia also been included in the category of countries with Driven Efficiency
which is the second level of the three level categories. Three biggest Indonesian problems still
needs to be repaired at this time is Corruption, inefficient Government bureaucracy, and
Inadequate Supply of Infrastructure (WEF, 2015).
Based on the results of research through the Mixed Methods Research (MMR) in which
qualitative research conducted in the form of focus group discussions (FGDs) were conducted
on August 15, 2014 and September 12, 2014 held in Bandung Digital Valley, as well as the
preliminary survey conducted on 4 September 2014 in Cimahi in conjunction with the
Telematics Cluster Business Forum, obtained a description of the alleged causes of business
performance of digital creative industry is still not high as described below.
Based on field observations as well as the results of focus group discussion (FGD)
obtained a description that all the problems described above, indicated as it relates to the low
adaptive management of the digital creative business businesses to adapt the industry
competitive forces. Where according to Porter (1980) in Wheelen et al. (2015), Hubbard (2011)
and Pearce and Robinson (2015), a framework of five forces to achieve sustainable profitability
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of industry consists of: entry (entering the industry) / threat of new entrants, competition
between industry players, the power of suppliers of production inputs, the power of buyers, and
substitutes and complements.
Other qualitative studies framework used in this study is the Enterprise Growth Theory.
Three models studied are model proposed by Greiner (1972), Churchill and Lewis (1983), and
Chaston (2010). In this study, all those three models will be used as a benchmark to examine
whether there is a model that is more appropriate for the case of digital creative industry
in Indonesia, which focuses on sustainable business performance. Framework of Enterprise
Growth Theory is used to measure the qualitative to support sustainable business performance
in the digital creative industry in Indonesia.

Figure 1: Theoretical and Empirical Phenomenon

THEORETICAL

Industry
Competitive Forces

Value
Creation

GOOD

GOOD

Company
Reputation
GOOD

Competitive Strategy GOOD

Sustainable Business Performance NOT GOOD

PRACTICAL

Business Opportunity GOOD

GOOD

Source: Preliminary study, 2014

Because of the gap between the real and the expected condition it needs an explanation in the
form of scientific research for each type of phenomenon. Research to explain these two
phenomenon’s needed to obtain more comprehensive results about the issue of business
performance of digital creative industry in Indonesia is still not good. So the results of this study
have implications for the development of theoretical and practical concerning the development
of digital creative industry in Indonesia.
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Based on the above, it is interesting to study in a research of the digital creative industry
competitive forces and the development of value creation in supporting the development of the
company reputation and competitive strategy formulation to enhance the sustainable business
performance of digital creative industry in Indonesia.

LITERATURE REVIEW
Based on Thompson et al. (2014, p.49), “The character and strength of the competitive forces
operating in an industry are never the same from on industry to another. Far and away the most
powerful and widely used tool for diagnosing the principal competitive pressures in a market is
the five forces model of competition. This model holds that competitive pressures on companies
within an industry come from five sources. This include: (1) competition from rival sellers, (2)
competition from potential new entrants to the industry, (3) competition from produces of
substitute products, (4) supplier bargaining power, (5) customer bargaining power”.
According to Porter in Wheelen et al. (2015, p. 138), a corporation is most concerned
with the intensity of competition within industry. Basic competitive forces determine the level of
this intensity. The collective strength of these forces determines the ultimate profit potential in
the industry, where profit potential is measured in term of long-run return on invested capital.
Based on studies of the literatures from Wheelen et al. (2015), Hitt, Ireland, Hoskisson,
(2015), Pearce and Robinson (2015), expresses the same concept in which the strength of
industry competition consists of: the threat of new entrants, threat of substitution and
complement products, power of suppliers input production, power of buyers, competition
between industry players. Wheelen et al. (2015) add the sixth power that is the relative power of
other stakeholders, which includes a variety of stakeholder groups that come from the
environment tasks, such as government (if it does not belong to a group explicitly), local
communities, creditors (if not included in the supplier), the trade association, special interest
groups, unions (if not included in suppliers), shareholders, and complementary strengths.
Kotler & Keller (2012, p.79) give an explanation about value creation as follow:“To
exploit a value opportunity, the company needs value-creation skills. Marketers need to: identify
new customer benefits from the customer’s view; utilize core competencies from its business
domain; and select and manage business partners from its collaborative networks. To craft new
customer benefits, marketers must understand what the customer thinks about, wants, does,
and worries about. Marketers must also observe who customers admire, who they interact with
and who influences them.”
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Otubanjo and Chen (2011, p.3) told the concept form Graffin and Ward (2010) where a
company's reputation is a collective statement about the quality or ability of focal actor in a
particular domain obtained from time to time.
According Fombrun (2001), to help companies establish a strong reputation that will
provide a positive and beneficial impact, there are some basic elements that need to receive
attention, namely: credibility, reliability, confidence (trustworthiness), and responsibility. The
company reputation from customers in view of the accumulation of personal judgment about the
credibility, reliability, responsibility, and confidence of the company.
Pearce and Robinson (2015) revealed the generic concept of Michael Porter's strategy
as the core idea of how a company can compete with the best way in the market. Long-term
strategy derived from the company's business to achieve competitive advantage based on three
generic strategies that:
1. Striving for overall low-cost leadership in the industry
2. Striving to create and market unique products for varied customer groups through
differentiation
3. Striving to have special appeal to one or more groups of consumer or individual buyers
focuses on their cost or differentiation concerns.
Pearce and Robinson (201) evaluate the speed-based strategies to achieve competitive
advantage as a business strategy that built in terms of functional capabilities and activities that
enable companies to more quickly than its main competitors in meeting customer need directly
or indirectly.
Three generic competitive strategies proposed by Porter refer to Wheelen et al. (2015,
p.203) aimed to outperform other companies in an industry, which includes:

overall cost

leadership, differentiation, and focus.
Hitt, Ireland, Hoskisson (2015, p.111) reveal that firm choose between five businesslevel strategies to establish and defend their desired strategic position against competitors: cost
leadership, differentiation, focused cost leadership, focused differentiation, and integrated cost
leadership/differentiation.
The concept of business performance based on Best (2009) is the output or result of the
implementation of all activities related to business activities. Basically the business performance
is the output or result of the implementation of all activities associated with marketing. Typically,
marketing performance only seen through the company's financial performance.
Based on the search definition of sustainable business performance which was very
difficult to obtain, the authors conducted focus group discussions (FGD) were held on June 1,
2015 at the Jakarta Digital Valley, Multimedia Tower, 6th floor, Jakarta with 15 (fifteen) experts
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and industry players in the digital creative, the authors conclude the definition of sustainable
business performance in the digital creative industry as show the ability of the business units of
digital creative industry to survive in the long term through the growth of multi-dimensional,
consisting of: growth in the number of customers, sales volume, the level operating profit
(profitability), working capital turn over, capital funding, and market share.

Research Objectives
This study aims to examine how the influence of industry competitive forces and value creation
on company reputation and competitive strategy either simultaneously or partially and its
implications on sustainable business performance in the digital creative industry in Indonesia.

RESEARCH METHOD
Research Design: Mixed Methods Research (MMR)
This study use MMR design with explanatory sequential design strategy. Explanatory sequential
design is a design that uses two phases in which the quantitative research design as the key
design and qualitative research results are used to explain and make interpretation of the
results of quantitative research (Creswell, 2014).
The study conducted at two phases consecutively (sequential), namely quantitative
followed by qualitative (Creswell, Plano Clark, et al., 2003). Quantitative results obtained in the
first phase is further explained and described qualitatively in the second phase.
The study design was chosen because the data and quantitative analysis of the first
phase is able to explain the problems of research, furthermore data and qualitative analysis in
the second phase can explain and complement the statistical results to explore the views of
respondents as well as the other input to the deeper (Rossman & Wilson, 1985; Tashakkori &
Teddlie, 1998; Creswell, 2014). In general, this research consists of two (2) main stages where
the first stage (first research stage) and the second stage (second research stage) conducted
sequentially.

Sampling Technique
The population in this study is all companies belonging to the group of digital creative industry in
Indonesia. Sample size is determined by taking into account the analytical techniques used in
the hypothesis testing using Structural Equation Modeling.
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Table 1: The Sample Distribution of Digital Creative Industry in Indonesia
City
Jakarta
Bandung
Yogya
Denpasar
Tangerang
Surabaya
Malang
Bogor
Padang
Makassar
Total

Population (Companies))
Proportion of Population
Sample Size
157
46%
114
47
14%
34
33
10%
24
14
4%
10
7
2%
5
28
8%
20
23
7%
17
3
1%
2
18
5%
13
15
4%
11
345
100%
250
Source: Indonesian Telematics Creative Industry Association, 2014

Based on the explanation above, the size of the sample to be taken above the minimum sample
of 250 units of samples. The sample size will be distributed to some of the digital creative
industry in the territory of Indonesia proportionally.
Hypothesis Testing Design
The Verification analyzes performed to determine the relationship between the latent variables
by using Structural Equation Modeling (SEM), which is one of multivariate techniques that
examine a series of dependency relationships between latent variables.
Based on the hypothesis proposed conceptual and research paradigms, can be
described a framework plot the relationship between variables such as structural equation
model.
Figure 2: Latent Relationship between the Variables
INDUSTRY
COMPETITIVE
FORCES

(X1)

1
COMPANY
REPUTATION
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ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS
Discussion and Troubleshooting through Explanatory Analysis
The first hypothesis testing was analyzed by using the average index, to test industry
competitive forces, value creation, the company reputation, competitive strategy, and business
performance. Below is the result of testing of hypothesis 1.

Table 2: Hypothesis I Testing Results
Variable
Business Performance
Industry Competitive Forces
Value Creation
Company Reputation
Competitive Strategy

Average
T count
3.802
-51.658
3.817
-49.025
3.760
-44.685
3.835
-55.375
3.577
-48.168
* Significant at =0.05 (t table =1.96)

Conclusion
Hypothesis rejected
Hypothesis rejected
Hypothesis rejected
Hypothesis rejected
Hypothesis rejected

The test results show that all the variables have the average less than 5.24 so the hypothesis is
rejected. That is the statement "The digital creative industry competitive forces has been high,
the value creation has been good, corporate reputation has been good, competitive strategy has
been is appropriate, and sustainable business performance has been good in Indonesian digital
creative industry" is rejected

Structural Model Analysis
Based on calculation by LISREL obtained complete results as follows

Table 3: Goodness of Fit
Num.

Measurement of Fit Degree

1

Chi Square
Normed Chi Square (x2/df)

2
3

Goodness of Fit Index (GFI)
Adjusted Goodness of Fit Index
(AGFI)
Root Mean Square Error of
Approximation (RMSEA)

4

5

Value
673.47
P -value =
1.000
0,922
0,916

Acceptable Degree
of Fit
P -value>0,05

Description

>0,8
AGFI> 0,9

Close fit
Close fit

RMSEA≤ 0,08
(good fit)
RMSEA< 0,05
(close-fit)
PNFI> 0,8

Close fit

0,000

Parsimony Normed Fit Index (PNFI)
0.852
Source: Output LISREL 8.7
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The table show that p value> 0,05 so it can be concluded that the model is fit. In Addition, from
the Goodness of Fit Index (GFI) and Adjusted Goodness of Fit Index (AGFI) > 0,90, and Root
Mean Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA) as well as the value of RMR less than 0,05, so it
can be concluded that the study has fit with the empirical condition. The following figure shows
the result of complete diagram:

Figure 3: Complete Path Diagram of Research Model
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Chi-Square=673.47, df=1922, P-value=1.00000, RMSEA=0.000
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Figure 4: Path Diagram of t value
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Based on the results of hypothesis testing, obtained the findings of the research model of
problem solving through explanatory analysis as shown in the following figure:
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Figure 5: Line Diagram Statistics Test Results
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The results are consistent with previous studies in which competitive strategy dominant
influenced the creation of value, such as Veith, Assaf, Josiassen (2013) who found, 9 facilitators
for B2C Co-creation; and Huang and Zhang (2007) gives conclusions: first, the value can be
created from a variety of approaches. The company can create value for the customer by
means of internally continue to improve benefits and / or reduce the sacrifices that must be paid
by the customer in using their products or services. They can also do it through the network of
their value, such as integrated relationship with suppliers and customers. Secondly, the creation
of value not only requires a good understanding of some important concepts, including value,
customer consumption chain, value chain and value network, but also ask for the support of
organizational culture and employee motivation. Third, value creation can be effectively used as
a strategic initiative or business strategy at the organizational level, rather than at the project
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level. Fourth, the creation of an effective and efficient value should be based on the
organizational context.
Explanatory Analysis Model: Sustainability Business Performance Model
Results of the hypothesis 1 analysis showed that industry competition, creativity and values,
reputation and strategy, although there but still not good, causing the digital creative business
performance has not been high. The level of competition in the digital creative industries is very
tight so that small players in Indonesia should be in direct competition with global players,
shows that competition cannot be limited to any geographic or social environment. Overall
factors analyzed showed that the ability of digital creative companies in Indonesia is still low in
comparison with the global digital creative companies in terms of competitiveness, product
innovation, managing with good reputation, and the strategies adopted for the competition. The
cooperation built with other industry players are still very partial and not integrated, not built
good cooperation with the users, the lack of government support, and the support of the industry
and the media is still slightly oriented on improving the performance of local industry. The quality
of creative products that still bandwagon and often do not depart from the actual market needs
and often ignore time delivery showed that creative company do not run a business seriously.
These things impact on the decline in the reputation of the company and the company's ability
to choose the right strategy because of limited resources. So that in this case required an
extraordinary effort to synergize the power of the ecosystem that relies on the active
involvement of actors in Penta Helix.

Figure 6: Sustainability Business Performance Model
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In addition, the hypothesis 4 shows that there is no direct influence of industry competitive
forces

and the value creation in the digital creative industry in Indonesia on sustainable

business performance. The approach of internal analysis (value creation) and externally
(competitive forces) are partial and not comprehensive if not formulated in strategy
implementation.
Similarly, the direct link between the value creations that are created from internal
analysis. The effect of these two factors is felt significantly when an implementation strategy
formulated in strategic initiatives that support to improved business performance. Indicators in
the competitive forces such as inter-company cooperation with industry, not necessarily can be
a measure of business performance improvement. Without a strategy that utilizes the results of
such cooperation (such as product differentiation), the strength of which has been owned by the
company will not affect the performance of the business.
Discussion and Troubleshooting through Exploratory Analysis
Industry Competitive Forces, Value Creation, Company Reputation, Competitive Strategy,
Business Performance of Digital Creative Industry in Indonesia
Generally throughout the study variables using a global scale in the measurement.
Respondents answer each variable by comparing the company's national digital creative with
digital creative industry company that is well known in the world, such as Facebook, Google,
Amazon, Apple and others. This is quite reasonable for this industry competition is no longer
recognizing restriction area.
Qualitative analysis of the influence between variables is done first by looking for the
relationship between these variables with the reference model used in this study are from the
World Economic Forum 2015-2016 and Enterprise Growth Model from Greiner (1972), Churchill
& Lewis (1983) and Chaston (2010).
World Economic Forum on September 29, 2015 issued The Global Competitive Report
2015-2016, which contains a report about the most actual ranking The Global Competitiveness
Index 2015-2016.
In this study, 114 GCI indicators in comparison with the exogenous variables industry
competitive forces and value creation, intervening variables company reputation and
competitive strategy. Indicator on each pillar is analyzed relevance to exogenous variables and
intervening in this study. The analysis is performed only on the two types of variables such as
114 indicators GCI is an independent variable that will determine the value of the sub-index and
the final value in the report.
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The percentage of relevance between the dimensions and indicators are aggregated at a
variable rate and the sub-index are presented in Table 4. The table shows that the digital
creative industry competitive forces has an average relevance of the index amounted to 90.37%
in the GCI, the variable Value Creation has the relevance with the GCI index amounted to
88.26%, the variable company reputation has the relevance with the GCI index amounted to
44.54%, and the variable Competitive Strategy have the relevance with the GCI index amounted
to 34.44%. So that the average relevance of the study variables with GCI index is 64.40%.

Table 4: Relevance Average Level of Research Variable on GCI Index

These results indicate that in general the variables used in this study can be represented and
have relevance to productivity measurement model uses in the Global Competitiveness Index,
whose the report always issued by the World Economic Forum for the past 11 years.
In addition to comparing the model with the GCI model, the qualitative analysis in this
study also compares it with Enterprise Growth models are often referred in the study related to
the company's growth. Figure 7 show the comparison of the Enterprise Growth Model of Greiner
(1972), Churchill & Lewis (1983), and Chaston (2010). Every dimension of each variable
compared with every model comparison with the size of the relationship between the
dimensions and indicators are divided into five types: none (empty circle), some (a quarter of
the contents), quite a lot (half the contents), very much (three-quarters contents), overall (full
circle). In addition to calculate the relevance to the level of the model, the relevance of the
image shown at a variable rate.
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Figure 7: The Relevance of Research Model Variable to 3 (three) Enterprise Growth Model

Total relevance of the model with the model of the three comparators respectively are 27.38%,
48.81% and 59.52%. In the Figure, show that Chaston models (2010) has the highest relevance
to this research model, at 59.52%. Where the highest degree of relevance obtained at
endogenous variable Sustainable Business Performance at 91.67%, followed by Value Creation
of 75%, Competitive Strategy of 66.67%, Corporate Reputation of 31.25% and last variables
Digital Creative Industry Competition forces of 30%. This shows that all three models of the
comparative practical referrals can be improved, especially to obtain the factors that are better
suited. So that the resulting practical model can be more relevant and supports the theoretical
model produced on a sustainable business performance research.
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The Influence of Digital Creative Industry Competitive Forces and Value Creation on
Company Reputation of Digital Creative Industry in Indonesia
To analyze the qualitative hypothesis 2 can be done by paying attention to the measurement
result of relevance of variable results to the GCI Index, whose the value can be seen in Table 5.
In the table, comparison of the percentage of the closest compatibility with variable coefficient
ratio of digital creative industries competitive forces and value creation there is in the sub-index
innovation and sophistication factors. Both of these variables the same value, 100%, of which
most closely compared to other sub-index when it should be juxtaposed with the results of
measurements of variable coefficients digital creative industries competitive forces and value
creation to see the effects on the company reputation.

Table 5: Relevance Comparison of Digital Creative Industry Competitive forces and Value
creation in Sub-Index Innovation and Sophistication Factors

This shows that the indicators on the sub-index Innovation and sophistication factors are more
appropriately used as indicators to measure the digital creative company that full of innovation,
high technology, sophisticated production processes, global marketing, and the ability to survive
the competition creativity.
To analyze the qualitative hypothesis 2, can also be done by assessing the relevance of
the model variables measurement results of research on the three models of Enterprise Growth,
whose value can be seen in Figure 8. In the picture reveals the suitability relevance value of
Value Creation variable is always greater than Digital Creative Industry competitive forces
variable. This is in accordance with variable coefficients Digital Creative Industry competitive
forces and Value Creation. In the model of Greiner (1972) Value creation amounted 50.00% and
Digital Creative Industry competitive forces 10,00% relevant to that model. In the model of
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Churchill & Lewis (1983) Value creation 58.33% and Digital Creative Industry competitive forces
25.00% relevant to that model. While on the model Chaston (2010) Value creation 75.00% and
Digital Creative Industry competitive forces 30.00% relevant to that model. The percentage of
greater relevance is consistent with the results of a quantitative model to test the hypothesis 2.

Figure 8: Value Creation Variables Always Greater than Digital Creative
Industry Competitive Forces Variable

The Influence of Digital Creative Industry Competitive Forces and Value Creation on
Competitive Strategy in Digital Creative Industry in Indonesia
Paying attention to the relevance of the measurement results of research variable to GCI Index,
whose value can be seen in Table 5, can do qualitative analysis of hypothesis 3. In the table
comparison of the percentage of the closest compatibility with variable coefficient ratio of Digital
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Creative Industries competitive forces and Value Creation there is in the sub-index Innovation
and sophistication factors. Both of these variables the same value, 100%, of which most closely
compared to other sub-index when it should be juxtaposed with the results of measurements of
variable coefficients Digital Creative Industries competitive forces and Value Creation to see the
effects on Competitive Strategy. Indicators on the sub-index Innovation and sophistication
factors are more appropriate to be used as an appropriate indicator to measure the digital
creative company that full of innovation, high technology, sophisticated production processes,
global marketing, and the ability to survive the competition creativity.
Qualitative analysis for hypothesis 3 can also be done by taking into account the
relevance of measurement results variable model on three models of Enterprise Growth, whose
value can be seen in figure 8.
On the picture show that suitability relevance value of Value Creation is always greater
than Digital Creative Industry competitive forces. It fit with variable coefficients of value of
relevance and Value Creation. Where the percentage of greater relevance is consistent with the
results of a quantitative model to test hypothesis 3.

The Influence of Digital Creative Industry competitive forces and Value Creation on
Business Performance in Digital Creative Industry in Indonesia
In this part do not conducted the analysis between variables to see the effect of Digital Creative
Industry competitive forces and Value Creation on Business Performance both analysis of the
relevance with GCI Index and phase of the Enterprise Growth model. This is because there is
not a strong enough argument to link the results of hypothesis testing 4 with such analysis.

The Relationship between Company Reputation and Competitive Strategy in Digital
Creative Industry in Indonesia
In this part do not conducted the analysis to examine the relationship between company
reputation and competitive strategy, both the analysis of the relevance with GCI Index and
phase of the Enterprise Growth model. This is because there is not a strong enough argument
to link the results of hypothesis testing 5 with such analysis.

The Influence of Company reputation and Competitive Strategy on Business
Performance of Digital Creative Industry in Indonesia
To analyze the qualitative hypothesis paying attention to the relevance of the measurement
results of research variable to GCI Index, whose value can be seen in Table 6, can do 6. In the
table comparison of the percentage of the closest compatibility with variable coefficient ratio of
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Company Reputation and the Competitive Strategy can be seen in the average GCI index. GCI
index average at 44.54% for Corporate Reputation and Competitive Strategy 34.44% to be
compared with the results of measurements of variable coefficients of theoretical model
Corporate Reputation and Competitive Strategy to see the effects on Sustainable Business
Performance.
Coefficients of quantitative analysis of Competitive Strategy are very high compared with
variable coefficients company reputation. It is quite different from the GCI model where the
average of these two variables have a similar level of relevance. This could be caused by the
Sustainable Business Performance models focus lies on the strategies used by the company to
maintain its sustainability. While the model of GCI was not specific focus for the company's
strategy, and more oriented to balance all aspects that affect the productivity of the company.

Table 6: Relevance Comparisons of Company Reputation and Competitive Strategy on GCI
Index

To analyze qualitatively hypothesis 6 can be conducted by paying attention to the result of
relevance of research model on the three Enterprise Growth Model, which the value can be
seen on Table 7.
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Table 7: Competitive Strategy Variable Always Greater than Company Reputation Variable

On the table 7 shown that the value of suitability relevance of competitive strategy is always
greater than company reputation. It is in accordance with coefficient of competitive strategy and
company reputation variables. In the Greiner (1972) model, competitive strategy 25,00 % and
company reputation 12,25 %, that is relevance with the model. In the Churchill & Lewis (1983)
Model, competitive strategy 41,67 % and company reputation 18,75 % relevance with the
model. Meanwhile in the Chaston (2010) model, competitive strategy 66,67 % and company
reputation 31,25 % that is relevance with the model, in which the percentage of relevance that is
greater is consistence with the result of hypothesis 6 testing.
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The Influence of Digital Creative Industry Competitive Forces and Value Creation on
Business Performance in Digital Creative Industry in Indonesia through company
reputation
To analyze qualitatively hypothesis 7 can be done by analyzing the worksheet on the Table 8
that show how company reputation be an intervening from either partially and simultaneously of
digital creative industry competitive forces and value creation. Every cell on GCI in relation with
company reputation is examined do any partner on digital creative industry competitive forces or
value creation. If any, the partner is pointed with “1” to calculate the accumulation and the
percentage of appearing frequency on the total possibility of the emergence. Then this value
regarded as intervening function value on corporate reputation.
From the calculations, obtained the intervening from digital creative industry competitive
forces and value creation to the sustainable business performance through corporate reputation
is 28.95%. When compared with a quantitative testing coefficient of 22.40% the qualitative
measurement result is not much different.

Table 8: Identification Working Paper of Corporate Reputation as an intervening variable of
Power of Digital Creative Industry competitive forces and
Value Creation on Business Performance

Global Competitiveness Index Pillar

CR-Int
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

1
1
0
1
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
1

2
0
0
1
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0

3
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0

4
1
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

5
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0

6
0
0

Global Competitiveness Index Indicator
7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0
0 0 0

Jumlah
8
0
3
1 1 1 1 1
10
0 0 0
0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
3
0 1 1 0 0
2
0 0 0
0
0 0
1
0
0 1 0 0 1
4
0 0 1
2
Relevance Value
33
Relavance percentage of GCI to company reputation as intermediary (Relevance/Indicator) 28.95%

The Influence of Digital Creative Industry Competitive Forces and Value Creation on
Business Performance in Digital Creative Industry in Indonesia through Competitive
Strategy
Similar with hypothesis 7, the hypothesis 8 can be done by analyzing the worksheet on the
Table 9 that show how competitive strategy be an intervening from either partially and
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simultaneously of Digital Creative Industry competitive forces and Value Creation. Every cell on
GCI in relation with competitive strategy is examined do any partner on Digital Creative Industry
competitive forces or Value Creation. If any, the partner is pointed with “1” to calculate the
accumulation and the percentage of appearing frequency on the total possibility of the
emergence. Then this value regarded as intervening function value on competitive strategy.
From the calculations, obtained the intervening from Digital Creative Industry competitive
forces and Value Creation to the Sustainable Business Performance through competitive
strategy is 55,26 %. When compared with a quantitative testing coefficient of 63,80 % the
qualitative measurement result is not much different.
The result of analysis shows that inductive variables DREAM have correlation with each
of deductive variable in the research. Discovery is related to Digital Creative Industry
competitive forces, Retention is related to Value Creation, Empower is related to Competitive
Strategy, Activation is related to Company reputation, and Managed is related to Sustainable
Business Performance. The process in integrating the deductive and inductive variables follows
the pattern of building the enterprise growth model.

Figure 9: The Integration Process of Deductive and Inductive Variable with
the Exploratory Analysis Approach

The figure show that the integration process of deductive and inductive variables could answer
the need of practical model building in managing the sustainable business performance with
the three Enterprise Growth model (Greiner, Churchill & Lewis, Chaston) discussed before
compared in Table 9.
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Table 9: The Comparison of 3 Enterprise Growth Model with USP

From the discussion can be seen that there is any alternative idea/solution for new sistem that
can be answer the problem defined in the earlier chapter. So then we can enter to next stage
that is Solution Construction, which equal with Strategy Formulation on management strategic
process (Wheelen & Hunger, 2014), to create a Conceptual solution.
Discussion and Troubleshooting through Confirmatory Analysis
The Industry Competitive Forces, Value Creation, Company Reputation, Competitive
Strategy, and Business Performance of Digital Creative Industry in Indonesia
At the Focus Group Discussion (FGD) 29th October 2015, had conducted the validation of
variables of Industry Competitive Forces, Value Creation, Company Reputation, Competitive
Strategy. The participants of FGD agreed that four (4) variable are all factors that can affect
Sustainable Business Performance although there are several other factors that influence and
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originated from internal sources such as the right partner and competence, as well as from
external companies such as capital funding, incentives, and synergy
Unfortunately, all of the examined variables in this research i.e. Industry Competitive
Forces, Value Creation, Company Reputation, Competitive Strategy, and sustainable business
performance has not been on good criteria.

Competition in industry, creativity and value,

reputation and competitive strategy although they’re but still not good so it is definitely making
the resulting business performance becomes less than the maximum (Source: FGD, October
29, 2015).

The Influence of Industry Competitive Forces and Value Creation on Company
Reputation in Digital Creative Industry in Indonesia
FGD has been conducted to validate the effect of Industry Competitive Forces and value
creation in the country on digital creative company reputation. Some participants have
confirmed an association without further detailing. One participant mentioned that the factors
that influence the digital creative industries to reputation is the power of creativity. Another
participant mentioned that the company reputation are fundamental factors that influence to
bring investors in, that already confirmed its existence arises because good competition
ecosystem (Source: FGD, October 29, 2015).
The competitive forces in a healthy ecosystem built between stakeholders will support
indeed the strength of competition in the digital creative industry in Indonesia: Academic,
Business, Community, Government, and Media (Penta Helix). Penta Helix role is very important
to ensure digital creative Industry Competitive Forces and value creation can be a motivating
factor to enhance business performance of digital creative companies can be sustained, either
by selecting the right business strategy in competition and ensure the digital creative company
reputation growing.

The Influence of Industry Competitive Forces and Value Creation on Competitive
Strategy in Digital Creative Industry in Indonesia
In the qualitative analysis to validate the effect of Industry Competitive Forces and Value
Creation in the digital creative industry in the country for digital creative corporate strategy, there
are participants who have confirmed an association without further detailing. Mentioned that the
resulting product must be able to provide creative and unique solutions and a truly meet market
needs and at competitive prices. (Source: FGD, October 29, 2015).
Penta Helix business player holds a very important role to ensure technological and
business infrastructure that supports the creative process so as to ensure the reliability of the
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business can be maintained. Digital creative company collaboration with businessmen in the
ecosystem associated with the product is very important to ensure the strategy, both
differentiation and cost leadership, can support digital business. Digital creative entrepreneurs
who have good relationships with businesses that are in the creative digital value chain will gain
a big advantage because it is more efficient in managing resources and more effective in
generating innovation. Business Player as an enabler will ensure the entire business ecosystem
role in creating creativity and values that underpin the company's performance on an ongoing
basis.

The Influence of Industry Competitive Forces and Value Creation on Business
Performance in Digital Creative Industry in Indonesia
To test the Industry Competitive Forces and Value Creation qualitatively in the digital creative
industry in the country on business performance digital creative company then conducted FGD.
No participants confirm it. The resulting product must be able to provide creative and unique
solutions and truly meet market needs and at competitive prices. But when explored further
turned out during these creative solutions have also been conducted, but to date sustainable
business performance of creative industry in Indonesia is still low. (Source: FGD, October 29,
2015).

The Relationship between Company Reputation with Competitive Strategy in Digital
Creative Industry in Indonesia
Qualitative analysis to validate the company reputation relationship with competitive strategy is
then performed with FGD. None of the participants were specifically mention it. However
mentioned that digital creative company reputation in Indonesia cannot be generalized, since
there were not clear but there also are able to produce a good product but cannot get into the
global market because there is no integration with the program of penta-helix. So the strategy
choices become fewer and fewer as the reputation not waking up first, and vice versa will be a
lot of strategy choice when the company already has a good reputation in this industry. (Source:
FGD, October 29, 2015).

The Influence of Company Reputation and Competitive Strategy on Business
Performance of Digital Creative Industry in Indonesia
Qualitative analysis has been done by validating the effect of the company reputation and
competitive strategy towards sustainable business performance of digital creative industries.
Some participants confirmed this by mention that the biggest challenge for the performance be
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sustained is how we can create something that is used in bulk, so to be like this it has to think
about the business model. Also there are participants who mention that the company reputation
is the fundamental factor that is very influential in order to bring new investors into. Investment
from outside is certainly related to how sustainable business performance can occur. (Source:
FGD, October 29, 2015).

The Influence of Industry Competitive Forces and Value Creation on Business
Performance in Digital Creative Industry in Indonesia through Company Reputation
Qualitative analysis has been done to validate the effect Industry Competitive Forces and Value
Creation towards sustainable business performance of digital creative industries through
company reputation, showing a very difficult conclusion The question is too complex that it is
impossible if it is not done partially given sufficient understanding a variety of FGD participants.
So to test this hypothesis the author does partially analysis. The influence of the Industry
Competitive Forces and value creation for the company reputation has been confirmed of
hypothesis 2 and the influence the company reputation for sustainable business performance
has been confirmed of hypothesis 6 testing, so it can be concluded that the reputation is an
intervening of the influence the Industry Competitive Forces and Value Creation on sustainable
business performance. (Source: FGD, October 29, 2015).

The Influence of Industry Competitive Forces and Value Creation on Business
Performance in Digital Creative Industry in Indonesia through Competitive Strategy
As with the discussion of hypothesis testing 7, it is very difficult to obtain qualitative conclusions
of this hypothesis question if it is not done partially given sufficient understanding a variety of
FGD participants. So to test this hypothesis the authors also do so partially. The influence of
Industry Competitive Forces and Value Creation for the competitive strategy has been
confirmed in hypothesis 3 testing and the influence of competitive strategy on the sustainable
business performance has been confirmed of hypothesis 6 testing, so it can be concluded that
the competitive strategy is also an intervening influence of Industry Competitive Forces and
value creation on sustainable business performance. (Source: FGD, October 29, 2015).
Integrated Solution Model Analysis
Unified Sustainability Performance (USP) Model
The three models that have been stated previously, namely Sustainability Business
Performance Model, Digital Creative Company Growth Model, and Digital Creative Business
Performance Model are essential element underlying conceptual model in this study.
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Sustainability Business Performance Model is an explanatory study analyzes the results of the
study of the relationship between the four important factors, namely the Digital Creative Industry
Competitive forces, Value Creation, Company Reputation and Competitive Strategy in
influencing Sustainable Business performance. The dominant competitive strategy in
determining whether a business performance over the reputation turned out to have a positive
relationship with a reputation itself. Besides the advantage of competitive strategy is also
determined by how the digital creative companies can capitalized the value creation. Ultimately
this Sustainability Business Performance Model became the basis for researchers how to
measure and determine the relationship and the influence of these five variables.
Digital Creative Company Growth Model is an exploratory study on the analysis by
comparing the methodology of measuring the existing company performance. The comparison
model is Enterprise Growth Model which basically describes the stages that must be passed for
the company to be performing well. Digital Creative Company Growth Model generated illustrate
how a digital creative companies in Indonesia can pass through competition and uncertain
market conditions so that the company can be performing resilient and able to grow into a global
reputable digital company. To be a company with sustainable performance then the model
depicts five (5) stages that must be passed; the Discovery phase, where companies have found
a digital creative competencies / core excellence in the creation of products or services required
by the market; The next phase is Retention, where the company's continuous improvement of
products and services to increase the satisfaction of its clients by constantly improve the value
of its products; The next phase is Empower, which at this stage the company has been
implementing a strategy to compete systematically and effectively; The next phase is the
Activation, which at this stage the company has understood the importance of reputation and
build commitment and strategic relationships with global investor; and the last phase is
Managed, where at this stage the company has been managing the company with the optimal
operational and capable of forming business processes effectively and efficiently so as to
achieve the profitability of companies that support the growth of sustainable business
performance. Digital Creative Company Growth model is a typical model for companies in the
digital creative industries are growing in Indonesia in the face of harsh competition of global
digital creative industries.
The third model is the basis of the establishment of the conceptual model is the Digital
Creative Business Performance Model which is the result of the confirmatory study analyzes.
Focus Group Discussion (FGD) discusses both theoretical and practical approaches in the
same space. FGD result shows that the forms `result of theoretical analysis can be adopted in
the form of empirical useful to measure the needs of digital creative companies in Indonesia in
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facing intense competition. At Digital Creative Business Performance Model concluded that the
factors that most affect the performance of digital creative companies are Value Creation and
competitive strategy, followed by reputation and digital creative industry competitive forces.
In the figure below is shown conceptual models of this study, called Unified
Sustainability Performance (USP) Model. USP models demonstrate the integration of the three
models in one unified concept for leading digital creative companies that have sustainable
business performance. The management of digital creative companies in Indonesia towards
sustainable business performance must be viewed in three perspectives, namely: (1) The
relationship between important variables that theoretically affect the sustainable business
performance, (2) The steps to be taken by the digital creative company in order to achieve
sustainable business performance, and, (3) The main factors that will affect a digital creative
company in order to achieve sustainable business performance.

Figure 10: Unified Sustainability Performance (USP) Model

The concept of collaboration and synergy of Penta Helix divide the role of Actor in improving the
digital creative industry in Indonesia as follows:
1. Academics as conceptor. Academics play a role in preparing the standardization of business
processes and conduct product certification and digital creative expertise in Indonesia.
Academics was instrumental in all the variables forming sustainable business performance,
but academics have a very important role in enhancing factor of digital creative industry
competitive forces.
2. Business as an enabler. Businessman plays role in providing and always improve the quality
and range of ICT throughout the country. It is also expected to encourage the use of digital
technology in every aspect of life. The role of business in the company's ability to lead digital
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creative in Indonesia to ensure the company's competitive strategy is always the best
according to actual business challenges.
3. Community as an accelerator. Community plays role in supporting the role of digital creative
industry with open access to the company's interaction with the environment and enhance
creative skills and education of the members. Community has always played an important
role to support members to survive in the digital creative industry and specifically the
community plays important role in value creation of digital creative companies in Indonesia.
4. The media as an expander. The media plays a role in connecting all main actors with
national and global market of digital creative industry. The media plays an important role in
many aspects of life in the digital creative industries, but specifically the media is able to
play an important role in ensuring the company reputation in Indonesia can be aligned with
other developed countries.
5. The Government as regulator. Government regulation plays a role in providing that help
digital creative industries as well as a coordinator of the entire Lead Actor. The Government
is instrumental in all of the variables forming sustainable business performance.
Government is the main actor who became locomotive success of the digital creative
industry in Indonesia. Success or failure of the four roles of other actors is very dependent
on the ability of the Government in carrying out its role oversee the growth of this industry.

Figure 11: The Role of Stakeholders in the Penta Helix
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CONCLUSIONS
The Digital Creative Industry Competitive Forces has not been high, Value Creation has not
been good, Corporate Reputation has not been good, Competitive Strategy has not been
appropriate, and Sustainable Business Performance has not been good at digital creative
industry in Indonesia. Based on the identification of the relationship variables Digital Creative
Industry competitive forces, Value Creation, Company Reputation, Competitive Strategy against
sub-index GCI, showed that the relevance of the average with the GCI Index in a row from the
biggest to the smallest is Digital Creative Industry competitive forces, Value Creation, Company
Reputation and Competitive Strategy. So that the variables used in this study can be
represented and have relevance to productivity measurement model in GCI Model. Enterprise
Growth Model, shows the degree of relevance of variables ranging from the highest to the
lowest is Sustainable Business Performance, Value Creation, Competitive Strategy, Company
Reputation and last Digital Creative Industry competitive forces.
The company reputation in the digital creative industry is predominantly influenced by
value creation compared by the Digital Creative Industry competitive forces.

Company

reputation of digital creative industry companies is predominantly influenced by how the
company creates reinforcement domain business, and the creation of more benefit for
customers, supported by a partnership with a business partner. Based on the results of
measurements of the relevance of the variables of the GCI Index, the indicator on the sub-index
Innovation and sophistication factors are more appropriately used as an indicator to measure
the company's digital creative that is loaded with innovation, high technology, sophisticated
production process, global marketing, and the ability to survive in competition creativity. Based
on the measurement results of the variables relevance towards three Enterprise Growth model
revealed that the suitability relevance value of Value Creation is always greater than Digital
Creative Industry competitive forces.
Competitive strategy in the digital creative industry is predominantly influenced by the
value creation compared by the Digital Creative Industry competitive forces. The creation of
customer benefits, business domain and business partner providing a dominant influence in
shaping the right competitive strategy. Based on the results of measurements of the relevance
of the variables of the GCI Index, the indicator on the sub-index Innovation and sophistication
factors are more appropriately used as an indicator to measure the company's digital creative
that is loaded with innovation, high technology, sophisticated production process, global
marketing, and the ability to survive in competition creativity. Based on the measurement results
of the variables relevance towards three Enterprise Growth model revealed that the suitability
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relevance value of Value Creation is always greater than Digital Creative Industry competitive
forces.
Digital Creative Industry competitive forces and Value Creation have no significant direct
impact on business performance. Improved business performance is not affected either by
adapting to the Industry competitive forces and value creation. There are other factors which
have a dominant influence directly to business performance of digital creative industry in
Indonesia.
Company reputation is closely linked to competitive strategy in the digital creative
industry in Indonesia. Cost leadership, differentiation and speed-based strategies with regard to
the extent to which the credibility and reliability of the company, customer confidence, and
corporate responsibility. Vice versa, the credibility and the reliability of the company, customer
confidence, and corporate responsibility can form a more appropriate competitive strategy.
The company reputation and competitive strategy simultaneously capable in affecting
business performance. However, competitive strategy gives a dominant influence compared to
company reputation in influencing business performance in the digital creative industries. To
improve the sustainable business performance in the digital creative industries, the companies
must improve their competitive strategy, by strengthening the differentiation strategy, which is
supported by an enhancement in the speed-based strategy, and cost leadership strategy. The
coefficient of quantitative analysis of Competitive Strategy variable is very high compared with
variable coefficients of Corporate Reputation. Meanwhile the GCI is quite different from the
model where the average of the two variables have a similar level of relevance. This could be
caused by the Sustainable Business Performance models focus lies on the strategies used by
the company to maintain its sustainability. While the model of GCI has no specific focus for the
company's strategy, and more oriented to balance all aspects that affect the productivity of the
company. Based on the measurement results of the variables relevance to the three models of
the Enterprise Growth revealed that the suitable relevance value of variable Competitive
Strategy is always greater than the variable Corporate Reputation. The percentages of greater
relevance in the Growth Enterprise models are consistent with the results of quantitative models
testing.
Digital Creative Industry competitive forces and Value Creation able to affect business
performance indirectly through the company reputation. The improvement in adaptation of the
Industry competitive forces and an increase in the value creation can affect a company
reputation and the improvement of the company reputation can affect business performance.
Based on the results of variable relevance measurement on GCI Index, obtained the intervening
from the variable Digital Creative Industry competitive forces and Value Creation to the variable
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Sustainable Business Performance through Corporate Reputation, then the qualitative
measurement result is not much different from the results of quantitative measurement.
Digital Creative Industry competitive forces and value creation able to affect business
performance indirectly through competitive strategy. The improvement in adaptation of the
Industry competitive forces and an increase in the value creation can affect competitive strategy
and the improvement of competitive strategy can affect business performance. Based on the
results of variable relevance measurement on GCI Index, obtained the intervening from the
variable Digital Creative Industry competitive forces and Value Creation to the variable
Sustainable Business Performance through competitive strategy, then the qualitative
measurement result is not much different from the results of quantitative measurement.
In this study addressed the conceptual models, called Unified Sustainability
Performance (USP) Model. This conceptual model shows that all three models described in the
earlier findings focuses on five important variables in this study. USP models demonstrate the
integration of the three models in one unified concept for leading digital creative companies that
have sustainable business performance. Management of digital creative companies in
Indonesia towards sustainable business performance must be viewed in three perspectives,
namely:
a. The relationship and influence between important variables that theoretically affect
sustainable business performance,
b. The stages that must be taken by digital creative companies in order to achieve sustainable
business performance, and
c. The main factors that empirically will affect digital creative companies in order to achieve
sustainable business performance.

RECOMMENDATIONS
The findings of this study can be used as a reference for academics to conduct research
development, by making these findings as part of the premise in the preparation of the
conceptual framework. For example, conducted a study of 14 creative industry sectors. All
variables can remain exactly the same with the study, but the research on companies from all
sectors of the creative industry in Indonesia.
In the upcoming period is expected more academics interested in conducting research
on the measurement of sustainable business performance on creative industries using other
performance measurement model.
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